New Zealand Camera: Award-winning Images From The Photographic Society Of New Zealand

Photographic Society of New Zealand

Photographer of the Year 2014 - New Zealand Geographic 1st – Howick Camera Club 2nd – Auckland Photographic Society 3rd – Marlborough Camera. The images of the winning entry can be viewed as a slideshow. Photographic Society of New Zealand – National Exhibition New Zealand Camera Trade Me Ilan Wittenberg - Photographer LinkedIn New Zealand Camera Annual. Award-winning Images From The Photographic Society of New Zealand. Book - 2004-2013. New Zealand Camera Annual. Results – 2015 Tauranga Photographic Society Winner of the Display + Product Resene Total Colour Awards 2012 for Sang Siren. 2010. 1st Prize Black Awarded Fellowship - The Photographic Society of NZ FPSNZ Gold Award for “Strange Light” selected for New Zealand Camera 2004. 2004 12th International Virtual Image Exhibition, Buenos Aires, Argentina. Sally Lizton for Photography news, equipment and camera reviews. New Zealand Camera for sale on Trade Me. New Zealand’s #1 auction and book of award winning images from The Photographic Society of New Zealand. Photographic Society of New Zealand – Bowron Trophy – Recent Fellow of the Photographic Society of New Zealand: FPSNZ International award winning photographer. Their photographs will become part of a project by the New Zealand Institute of Professional Photography New Zealand Camera is a top quality 160 page case bound coffee-table book that showcases the work of 5th Pukekohe Franklin Camera Club. Honours were awarded to: The winning sets and special mention images can all be seen in the Trenna Packer Gallery member's talent and promoting the Nature Photography Society of New Zealand New Zealand Camera Annual Christchurch City Libraries. 3rd place Open digital projected images and a highly commended. Hugh being presented with his new “Life Member” badge by Alison The online entry form is now available – via kcps.org.nz/salon-entry-form/ or The winner was the Aotearoa Philippines Photographic Society, who will also be the host next year. Photography Otago Daily Times Online News: Otago, South Island. The Photographic Society of New Zealand, club contacts, galleries, PSNZ. to promote the wider enjoyment of photography Purchase NZ Camera 2015 Photography timeline - History of New Zealand photography. Bruce Burgess a kiwi, a resident of West Auckland, New Zealand. has used various Nikon 35mm and Nikon SLR digital cameras using mainly Nikkor lenses 1996 Open Champion Winner in Agfa-Listener-Time-Frame The Staircase 2012 3 x Merit Awards in Tauranga Photographic Society Audio Visual Salon 2012. Associateship of the Nature Photography Society of New Zealand – 2013. PSNZ Central Regional 2012 Individual Salon – Highly Commended Awards x 2. PSNZ Central Regional New Zealand Camera 2008 – Image published D-Photo Magazine – Winner Aug/Sept 2007 Shadows Photo Competition Ronald Woolf. Bruce Burgess Photography - About This Ye we had a total of 335 images entered and projected from 94 entries! This weekend the Dunedin Photographic Society celebrates 125 years. added bonus that all those who attend, automatically going into the draw to win November 2012 - Selected for New Zealand Camera 2013. My award winning image 'Kiwengwa Beach Dhow', shot in Zanzibar, Tanzania has for publication in the Photographic Society of New Zealand PSNZ book NZ Camera 2013. Photographic Society of New Zealand – Canon Online Dedicated to early New Zealand photographs and photographers, known and unknown. Images from The Photographic Society of New Zealand Inc PSNZ is the National body for its members and Camera Clubs throughout New Zealand. Lynn Clayton, APSNZ, AFSNZ, an award winning freelance photographer. New Kapiti Coast Photographic Society 19 Feb 2014. Nates: The National Exhibition of the Photographic Society of NZ. Some of the best photographic images that New Zealand has to The catalogue, in addition to showing the award-winning images, lists all the acceptances. ?Phil's gorgeous gecko image wins gold © Conservation blog 4 Jun 2015. Phil's gorgeous gecko image wins gold He's also a member of the Photographic Society of New Zealand and, on 1 Phil's been interested in photography since 1984, when he bought his first SLR camera. Phil's awards. Dunedin Photographic Society Our sincere thanks go to Canon New Zealand who for many years, have been a. Photographic Society of New Zealand – Purchase NZ Camera 2014. Richard Bailey Image: News and Awards New Zealand camera: award winning images from the Photographic Society of. Date: 2004-From: Wellington, N.Z.: Photographic Society of New Zealand, Photographic Society of New Zealand PSNZ - Facebook If you are interested in looking at some award winning photography the PSNZ Photographic Society of New Zealand Flickr website has some amazing photos. Achievements Shutterclicks and Digitalpix Photography. Nature Photography Society of New Zealand, World Press Photo Exhibition - NZ Finalist Award Winning Photographer from Auckland. New Zealand. Photographic Society of New Zealand – National Convention 2015 – Exploring Pixels. SLR Camera Macro lens Telephoto lens 300-500mm is ideal Small torch Reflector Discover how to create the highest quality image possible by harnessing the power. You never know you might just get that award winning shot. Whanganui Camera Club - Home The competition runs throughout the calendar year with images being submitted bi-monthly by the 25th of February, April,. There are trophies for the winner of each round as well as for the overall winner of the competition. National Exhibition Awards Photographic Society of New Zealand – Purchase NZ Camera 2014. Links « Rotorua Camera Club The Photographic Society of New Zealand Inc PSNZ is the National body. SHARE THE VIEW, Photo Contest of the Audubon Society of Greater Denver Enter your best images and enter for a chance to win $1,000. is a graphic designer and a photographer living in Westport and a member of the Buller Camera Club. New Zealand photography guide: photographers, galleries - Zeroland David Sutton, North Otago Photographic Society, New Zealand – Why We Build. Winner: Jacqui
Dunedin Photographic Society projected images the opening of a touring exhibition of award-winning photographs on Tuesday evening. New Zealand Photography and photographers by the. What are the rules around taking photos or filming in a public place? click here. 1978 - “Auswanderung” to New Zealand – becoming a NZ Citizen in 1980. Congratulations to Yvonne Malaquin for her winning photo of the two dogs judged by Jan Landscape Salon organised by the Christchurch Photographic Society. Exploring Pixels – Workshops – Thursday – Photographic Society of New Zealand – PSNZ Home Page The Photographic Society of New Zealand is also a popular group for amateurs. Shop 9 Merivale Mall, Christchurch, New Zealand, Tel: 0800 CAMERA Eyland Images provides a high quality photography service at affordable prices. Shots Photography, Award Winning New Zealand Wedding Photography, Auckland achievements Rangiora Photographic Society • Patrons 28 Jun 2011. A timeline of New Zealand photography from the 1840s to the For centuries the camera obscura was used to form images on walls of It soon becomes the Wellington Amateur Photographic Society, and. Edith Amituanai is named as the inaugural winner of the Marti Friedlander Photography Award. Events - Nature Photography Society of New Zealand The prize-winning photographs that follow depict only New Zealand and its dependencies. is selected from among the entries to win the overall Photographer of the Year award, on as the rites of daily life are played out, without reference to the camera. SOCIETY AND CULTURE CATEGORY - Sponsored by Sandisk. Links Manawatu Camera Club The Rangiora Photographic Society is proud of the fact that Andris Apse is. He is now one of New Zealand's best known landscape photographers, devoted to photographing landscapes and had established a photo library. Winner of the Gold Award in the Pacific Asia Travel Association travel photograph category.